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"Confucious said it is unfortunate other
people always see our mistakes and call our
attention to them." . . . Kiwanis Magazine.

Thanksgiving, 1942
For comparative safety in our own land,
for freedom from want, for the comforts of
home and the love and laughter of little
ones; for freedom to worship today, as always, as seems fitting to us; for the recent
great triumphs at arms of our fighting men
spread far across the oceans . . . but most
of all for the strong hope of a victory in
this war that will insure the benefits of
liberty to ourselves and our descendants,
we are deeply thankful this Thanksgiving
Day, 1942.
For generations now we have been prone
to regard all too lightly the blessings for
which our forefathers gave solemn and devout thanks annually upon the fourth
Thursday in November, taking in our swift
stride all the munificent riches of our
American way of life as but our natural
heritage, unmindful, especially in latter
years, of the stern fact that such privileges
were hard won and dearly bought by the
immortals who proved their right to live as
free men in a free land.
This war has awakened us anew to realization that "The price of liberty is eternal
vigilance," and brought us again face to
face with the realities of existence. Now
we know, as did our progenitors, that the
rights they gained for us are privileges we
must fight to retain.
Doubt that our sons and brothers can
fight as courageously and to as good purpose
as did the heroes at Valley Forge has been
dispelled in recent days and our hearts are
filled with gratitude to the brave men now.
flinging freedom's gage to our foes in the
South Pacific and the Mediterranean.
The President has set this Thanksgiving
Day apart as a time of prayer and rededication to the cause of civilization and right in
the world. It is an epochal Thanksgiving;
and our privilege to give proper thanks for
our continued well being is great.

111
Frances Ogilvie Nichols
Frances Ogilvie Nichols, "while yet in
love with life and raptured with the world,"
passed last week into silence; and many here
mourned.
Her hours were rich with love and work
well done and she spent herself generously;
for, altho poor in health, she was rich in
talent and beauty.
She loved books and therefore possessed
faithful friends and cheerful comforters for
those shut-in periods which, instead of
troubling her spirit, gave her time for contemplation of the beauties she wrote of so
poignantly, as her spirit looked up at the
stars.
Her passing is a distinct loss, for her
mature writings gave great promise that
she far would surpass earlier efforts both
in prose and in verse, of which she has left
an enduring monument to herself, and to us
the enjoyment which came from contact
with her fragile genius.

11114
Gas Rationing Sure
To Start December 1
While there is evidence in Washington
that important minorities do not favor gasoline rationing in certain sections of the
country and two abortive efforts have been
made to have Congress take action calculated to delay at least temporarily putting the
drastic limitations on automobile drivers
into effect in farm communities and states
in which oil production is a leading industry,
official word from the Nation's capital points
to certain stoppage of gasoline sales after
December 1, to all who do not possess ration coupons.
In Princeton and Caldwell county it is
evident the feeling exists that gasoline rationing may be postponed, for fully one-third
of our car owners have not made application for their A ration books. This merely
deprives them of part of their first month's
gasoline ration and ties up their cars until
books are obtained.
Of course the gasoline rationing is disagreeable, will bring many inconveniences
and some real deprivation to all of us. In
some instances, the very limited number of
miles which may be driven with the few
gallons of gas allowed will place severe
strain upon ability to make trips necessary
to the earning of a livelihood. In such cases,
we believe, remedial steps will be taken by

'

the county gasoline rationing board, composed of good citizens who have only the
best interests of the nation at war and
their own home folk at heart.
While it is unpleasant, upsetting to our
habits and needs, the gasoline rationing
has been declared necessary. Let us be
governed by the exigencies which bring us
close to war, be good citizens and good
sports, looking optimistically into a future
when we shall soon be able to drive all the
miles we want to, without in the slightest
degree endangering ourselves and our nation's well being.

Editorial Comment
A Great Secretary of State
The same man who outguessed most of
the administration last fall, warning that
Japan would attack us before Germany, is
largely responsible for the initial success of
our North African offensive. His name is
Hull. And he has been without honor too
long among the bright boys in Washington.
Because our secretary of state had the
brains to keep contact with France and her
African colonies through diplomatic representation, he was smeared as an "appeaser," a "Fascist," who should resign or
be fired by the President. Today—thanks to
the Hull policy of maintaining friendship
with the French people, even at the price of
recognizing the Petain-Laval regime—most
Frenchmen at home and in Africa welcome
instead of oppose the American offensive of
liberation.
Without that widespread French confidence in the United States, our African offensive could not have been undertaken—it
would have tied up Allied forces many times
as large as those now fighting the pro-Nazi
minority. The quick surrender of Algiers
followed the reptrted refusal • of many
French forces, including the all-important
Air Corps, to fight Americans. Even in
Morocco, center of Nazi control, there have
been democratic pro-American uprisings.
As Secretary Hull now publicly explains
to his slanderers inside and outside the administration, he achieved five results by
keeping American diplomatic and military
representatives in France and Africa:
1: Prepared the way for this offensive.
2: Watched Nazi activity. 3: Encouraged
anti-Nazi French leadership. .4: Nourished
democratic hope in the French people. 5:
Prevented Vichy's delivery of French warships to Hitler, and other Vichy aid to the
Axis, until the Allies were ready.
The fact that France's hero General
Giraud, who escaped from the Nazis, has
come over to the Allied side along with so
many others, is added proof that the Hull
policy worked. In the words of Francois
Briere, who resigned recently as Vichy
consul at Boston:
"I consider that the American offensive
ig French Africa cannot be interpreted as
an aggression but is, on the contrary, a first
step for the liberation of France. I have
seen during the summer several French
people coming from France, and they told
me of the complete confidence of the overwhelming majority of the French people in
the United States to save France."
The Rocky Mountain News, which always
has shared the admiration of rank-and-file
Americans for our great secretary of state,
congratulates him on another hard job well
done. —( Rocky Mt. News.)
The humming bird, the smallest of all
birds, does not sing.
The total population of India is 388,800,000; there are 24 languages.
111
President Roosevelt has a collection of
3,000 Christmas cards.
11111
One out of every five persons in the world
lives in India.
/11
Musical snuff-boxes were in vogue in
the 18th Century.
/1111
Vaudeville dates its popularity from the
time of the French Revolution.
The Hasty Pudding Club, of Harvard
University, has been in existence since 1795.
Music was printed for the first time in
1465; the notes were hand-lettered upon
the staves.

Where Allies Assualt Nazi Defenses
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Allied armored forces in Tunisia started full-scale assault on the Nazi arc of defenses around

St

some

iatswnahdlsi:aeodther poin

Bizerte and Tunis, with another Allied force believed cutting east toward Gabes. Meantime the
British pressed after Rommel's rearguard at Agada bia, and yet another Allied force was reported
thrusting northward (broken arrow) from central Africa in an effort to cut off Rommel's line of
retreat between El Agheila and Tripoli.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
ThInksgiving parties will be conspiciously fewer this year, so many
men folk being away serving Uncle
Sam . . . and because college and university studes are getting no holiday.
Christmas vacation for collegians will
be longer than usual, but there will
be no spring vacation either.
War and vicissitudes of the season
played havoc with football fortunes
of virtually all Kentucky's principal
squads, U. of K., Western, Murray,
Centre and other teams losing more
games than they won by a considerable margin; as was true also in Butler High's case. Which is not as bad
as the outlook for next year . . . unless the war comes to an unexpectedly early end.

Yik

Women Santa Clauses are seeing
service in big store toy departments.
. . . First femme to take over this
male perogative here was Mrs. Sarah
Harralson, who performed last week
at a pre-Christmas party for small
boys. We suspect there will be others.
We're going to miss Irl Stevens, who
goes to Chicago next week to assume
important duties for a large construction company. Irl has been a good
friend to Pennyriler, as he has to
many others here, and we are glad
he prefers Princeton, will come home
when the emergency is over, according to present plans.
1111
Small wonder most folks want to
know
How high the painted stockings go!
Anon.
Petty Officer First Class Tyler Munford, erstwhile ace editor of the Union
County Advocate, Morganfield, and
for 10 years one of the foremost members of the Kentucky Legislature, was
assigned last week as a recruiting officer in the Frankfort Navy office.
Uncle Sam got himself quite a useful
hand in Tyler.
Roy Rowland had what perhaps was
one of the earliest dates in his life
last Thursday morning . . . when he
drove to Earlington to meet his sonin-law, Corporal Jimmy Ratliff, and
bring him home to see his new son.
Roy didn't mind much, in the circumstances, because he was sorta "high"
on his grandbaby himself.
Uncle Sam is not fooling about
credit buying 4 . as witness a story
carried recently in daily newspapers
and handed Pennyriler by Sam Koltinsky. It seems the vice-president of
a large Indianapolis establishment
telephoned his own store, made a
purchase, and charged it to his account. His credit department phoned
back: "Sorry sir, your account is
frozen." He had neglected to pay up
within the 40 days allowed.
Quote for Princeton school teachers:
". . . We could no more teach school
today without the newspaper than
we could have taught it 100 years
ago without the slate" . . . E. R. Van
Kleek, assistant commissioner of edu-

—AP Telemat

By G. M. P

cation of the State of New. York. In
many ways, The Leader can help
school teachers here; and is anxfous
to be of serv•ce.
The British report they have captured the German band which was sent
to Egypt to play when Rommel made
his "triumphant entry into Alexandria." But the band still can play—the
funeral march.
Cliff Wood is a good Rotarian . . .
in fact, one of the best, as is evidenced
by his 100 percent attendance at club
meetings ever since the Princeton unit
was organized, two and a half years
ago. Mr. Wood's record no•.v runs to
132 consecutive meetings. He made
his attendance last week at Paducah,
having been out of town Tuesday
night, the club's regular meeting time.

Washington Daybook

Horn Of Plenty?
By Jack Stinnett
Wide World Features
Washington.—The horn of pie
isn't running over any more.
nation, which a year or so ago
worrying about surpluses of food p
ducts, and dishing out bonuses to
the farmers from producing too mu
is faced with shortages right now
those who are really in the .4 t
don't like the prospects for 1943

Everybody admires and respects
the man who gets things done . . .
Hence current popularity of a gent
named Kaiser, who lost nothing this
week by predicting a post-war era
of plenty. We prefer to believe Mr.
Kaiser, rather than the calamity howlers.

Odd But Science

Look What You
Eat: Therms!

A pledge of by
against hate . .
of holy medit

too much.
This is no scare article. But
picture in farm production is cha
ing so rapidly that government o
cials who only a few weeks ago 'A
the banana shortage, s
meat and coffee rationing in
stride, are beginning to become •
taking

alarmed.
The Frog
What a wonderful bird the frog are,
When he stand he sit, almost;
When he hop he fly, almost;
He ain't got no sense, hardly;
He ain't got no tail, hardly, either—
When he sit, he sit on what he ain't
got, almost!
(Contributed)
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Recently, certain agricultu:a.
perts were pooh-poohing the pos:
ty of a shortage in milk and
products in 1943. Today those
men will tell you that at
prices, with increasing dor._
are sure to come, continued raid experienced farm labor an
terioration of unreplacealle r
shortages of dairy -products in lainevitable.
It is difficult to get any farperts who have seriously sr
figures with one eye on th -d
force of nearly 10,000,000 men, to d
clare there won't be shortages of
most everything next year. The o
food crop most often excepted is cere
grains.
That exception does not inclu
corn, and corn is just as good an e
ample as any to illustrate how d
ficiencies can occur in one season.
The Department of Agriculture as
ed the corn farmers this year to pia
92,000,000 acres. Our needs were s
at 2,800,000,000 bushels. The far— ,
were able to plant only 89,0o.
acres. But because of an unusua
good growing season the farmers ha
vested 300,000,000 bushels more th
requirements. If this had been
an average growing season, we
have harvested only 2,300,000,00
a half a billion bushels short of
quirements.
Next year, the farmers are
asked to plant 95,000,000 act,
corn. If they could get in only
000,000 acres with this year's
machinery and ideal weather C,
tions, how are they going to beat
next year and what assurance
there that next year's per acre harves
will be anything like this one?
The demands on farm productio
are spiralling to dizzy heights.
Think what it will be for the arm
forces alone next fall and winter whe
8,000,000 or so hungry men are wolfin
about twice as much food daily
'
they ever ate before in their lives

By H. W. Blakeslee
Wide World Features
New York.—If the people of New
York state had to depend for all their
food on their own state they would get
only about one-third of what they
need to eat.
This calcualtion comes from the
New York State Dietetic Association
and is figured in therms, which are
food units adopted by the National
Research Council.
A therm is a unit of energy. The
number of therms New Yorkers need
in one year is 12,837,000,000.
The state, says a report by Dr. Sydney A. Adsell of Cornell University,
produces h total of only 4,343,000,000
therms. About half of this food energy
is in milk.
The state produces for its residents only about half the proteins they
need, about two-thirds of the phosphorus. But nearly all the calcium
they require could be had even if no
food was imported.
In vitamins the state gives its residents about half of the A needed;
half of the B-1; more than enough C
and nearly all the required riboflavin,
or B-2. New York cabbages and potatoes provide the vitamin C. For the
other three vitamins, milk in each case
produces about half the state's total.

water
The greatest undeveloped
power in the United States is in al
state of Washington.

11111
If you are about 60 years old, your
heart probably has thumped 2,250,000,000 times, physicians estimate.

th
Scientific studies reveal that
male birth rate showns a tendencY
rise during or after a war.
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News From The Past
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Joins Navy

literary Guidepost

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote

POWILL

First Casualty

By John Selby
Wide World Features
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Public Sale!
December 2, 1942

The following for sale2 Good Work Mules
3 Milk Cows; 1 Heifer

Smith

9 Shoats, about 70 lbs.; 1 Sow
1 2-horse Wagon

e guy who
tailed your
lephono

1 Hay Frame; 1 Mower; 1 Hay Rake
1 2-horse Corn Planter; 1 Disc Harrow
1 Cream Separator, No. 12
6 Tons Baled Hay; 300 Bushels Corn

but I'm on leave
th. Solomon
rids show, and I'm
NG BACK.
boys inthe A.F. F. are
"I just dropped in to fell you we
are doing everything
teful to the folks back home who
g that helps war
Everythin
able to help war pfioduction.
duction helps us at the front."
telephone lines clear for war
helping to keep long distance
crowding
production. War calls are
S. you help speed war
lines which are
haul"
"long
the
y
phone lines — especiall
business. The greater the
most heavily loaded with war
of delaying vital
likelihood
arise you talk, the greater the
armed forces,
our
for
clear
To keep telephone lines
is our job here
agencies,
defense
Industries and civilian
none.
materials ars more
We cannot add new lines because
, to make more
Therefore
ntly needed to equip our fighters.
war bus)important
m on crowded long distance lines for
absolutely essenonly
make
to
,telephone users are urged
ons.
calls and to be brief in all conversati
disdo not use "long
Wer takes no holiday, so please
greetings.
ce to •xchonge Thanksgiving

AM,COMPARg
inn BELL TELEPHODE ono TELEGR
INCORPORATED

1 2-horse Plow; 2 1-horse Plows

WE AMERICANS HAVE SO
MUCH TO BE THANKFUL FOR
emergency—
VEN In this hour of great naflonal
that calls
that disrupts our normal way of life,
defense
millions of our finest young men to the
for
treasure
01.11'
of
billions
takes
of the county, that
--we Americans still
the bloody task of global war
have metal to be thankful far.

E

world live
Minions of people elsewhere in the
face instant
constantly in terror. Day, and night they
enemies
destruction by bomb mid fire, as barbarian
coming
see
they
week
by
Week
ravage their lands.
and squalor.
closer and closer famine, disease
discipline
Bare existence requires of damn a rigorous
souls.
men's
*at galls
most of us look
Ng bare * our biolovircl America

begun to
few creature comforts. We have scarcely
from
give up luxuries. We know little of hardship
free
experience. With free speech, free worship,
our
of
nt
governme
and
,
enterprise
free
,
education
surat
complain
to
cause
no
have
own choosing, we
war
rendering a handful of privileges until the
is over.
1942,
So in all humility, on Thanksgiving bay,
beyond
let us thank the Almighty for blessings
need
measure, and ask His for whatever we shcdl
to
of wisdom, patience, charity, honor and courage
the
win viotory and restore peace and decency in
world
sed
KANTUCXY IfIlLMILS COMPANY, inceinpoes

2 Double Shovels; 1 Wagon Cover
2 Post Hole Diggers; 3 Pitch Forks
3 Cross Cut Saws
1 Set Wagon Harness and Plow Gear
1 Grain Scoop; 1 Cream Can
Also a lot of other items too numerous
to mention.... TERMS—CASH.

Mrs. Jettie Davis & Son
G. W. LAMB, Auctioneer
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Deaths and
Frals ..l l l
.
J. F. Barnes

Funeral services for J. Flave
Barnes, prominent resident of
Barnes' Store community
in
Caldwell county who died
at
his home Tuesday, were held
Wednesday afternoon at Liberty Presbyterian Church where he
was an elder and among the
most faithful members for many
years. He was 70 years old.
Burial was in Liberty Cemetery. 'Brown Funeral Directors
were in charge of funeral arrangements.
He was a son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Quincy Adams Barnes, who
were among the pioneer settlers
of Caldwell county. Both died
several years ago.
Mr. Barnes was one of the
best known and most respected
men of his community. He was
active in community advancement and
became known
throughout the county as
a
valuable citizen. He lived most
of his life in the neighborhood
which bore his name.
He is survived by his widow;
a son, Walter; a daughter, and
a brother, Ed Barnes who operates Barnes' Store. He also
leaves a large number of near
and distant relatives.

Mrs. Arnefta Hunter
Funeral services for Mrs. Arneeta Froeman Hunter, 55, who
died at her home on Market
street Monday, were held Tuesday with the Rev. E. S. Derton
officiating. Burial was in Cedar
Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Hunter, a widow, lived
with an aunt, Mrs. Maude Hanks,
for several years. She was a
distant relative of Nancy Hanks,
mother of Abraham Lincoln.
She was a daughter of Charles
and Lillian Hanks Froeman who
died several years ago and was
born and reared in Caldwell
county.
Mrs. Hunter is survived by a
daughter; a sister, Mrs. J. D.
Simpson of Caldwell county,
and numerous relatives. Morgan's Funeral Home directed arrangements at funeral services
and cemetery.
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FOURTH SUBMARINE LAUNCHED IN GREAT LAKES The U.S.S. Puffer,
fourth submarine to be built for the U. S. Navy in the Great Lakes area, hits the
water with a mighty splash as it is launched from the yards of the Manitowoc
Shipbuilding Co., at Manitowoc, Wis. A crowd of 6,000 lined the river banks to
see the fleet-type submarine hit the water.
—AP Telemat

WPB Halts Work Princeton In
On Kentucky Dam
Revokes Priorities For
Three Power Units
At Gilbertsville

Washington, Nov. 28—(.')—
The War Production Board repriority
ratings
voked today
which had been granted the
Tennessee Valley Authority for
construction and installation of
five power generating units at
three locations naving a total

capacity of 190,700 kilo-watts.
The units had been scheduled
for completion in 1944.
WPB said stoppage of work
was in line with its policy of
curtailing the flow of critical
materials to construction projects.
Projects ordered stopped were:
Hydro-generating Nos. 3, 4,
and 5, each with a capacity of
32,000 kilowatts, at Kentucky
Dam on the Tennessee river near
Paducah. Units Nos. 1 and 2
at the same dam are not affected.
Steam turbine generating unit
No. 4 of 60,000 kilowatt capacity at the Watts Bar steam plant
in East Tennessee.
Hydro generating unit No. 3
of 66,700 kilowatt capacity at
the Fontana Dam on the Little
Tennessee river in North Carolina.

All persons knowing themsedves to be indebted to the
selves to be indebted to the
will come forward and settle at
once. All persons having claims
against the estate, present them
to us properly proven for payment, on or before January 1, Milkmen Become
Keyed To War
1943.
Bluefield, W. Va. (JP)—The
Clifton Carter,
Executor. milkman is going to add some
Start the Scrap on Your Farm noise to his morning rounds but
the folks won't mind because it's
all in the interest of the scrap
drive.
Bluefield's salvage committee
suggested that persons who had
old keys to donate should place
them in their empty milk bottles to be picked up by the
dairyman.
All the milk companies have
agreed to the plan.
Skin from flounders is being
used in Holland for shoe leather
and to repair automobile tires.
Everybody reads the

Leader.
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LIFT RAFTS THAT SAVED FLIERS' LIVES: Three naval men at a South

Pacific
base inspect two of the rubber life rafts from which members of thp Rickenbacker
party were rescued after being at the mercy of weather and waves for mor; than
three weeks. All members of the party except one survived. This picture was
radioed from Honolulu to San Francisco. (Associated Press Photo from U.S. Navy)

Cattle Market

(Continued from Page One)
a touch of realism as it sped
without light through. several
streets.
Smokers who
insisted
on
lighting cigarettes during the
black-out found alert wardens
at their elbows before they enjoyed two puffs. Residential section wardens reported splendid
cooperation and only a minimum
number of persons whose memories had to be jogged.
Chairman Water said the
"conduct of Princeton couldn't
have been better. It told of local
war consciousness and keen de-

The local cattle market was
steady with last week as 777
head were sold at auction Monday, it was reported by Princeton Livestock Company. Long
fed steers sold at $13-$14; short
fed steers at $12-$13; good
quality fat steers at $13-$14;
medium quality butcher cattle
at $11-$12; baby beeves at $12$13; fat cows at $9.50-$11.50;
fancy veals $16; No. 1 veals $15,
and No. 2 veals, $14.35. Hogs
went at from $12.50 to $13.25.
sire to comply with official orders."

/7

tIth

TIM
McCOY
BUCK ,
JONES '

Mrs. B. T. Daum and Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Daum returned to
Washington, D. C. (JP)—The their home in Connersville, Ind.
Louisville, Ky., postoffice built today after spending two days
in 1893 at a cost of $1,125,000, with Mr. B. T. Daum.
will deliver messages to the
Axis when Its metal parts and
fixtures go to the steel mills as
SUNDAY
scrap.
—and—
The War Production Board
MONDAY
says that when the long-vacant
structure is demolished, it will
yield 4,500 tons of wrought iron,
40 tons of copper, 20,000 pounds
Riotous situations and sparkling dialogue
of lead, and 10 tons of bronze.
skillfully blended with sweet romance
and poignant drama in a story to make
The musk-ox of the Arctic is
your heart glad.
intermediate between a goat and

Hitler Will Get
A Letter Soon

CRPITO

YOU WILL ADORE IT!

an ox.

MARELNE DIETRICH

ATTEND THE UNION THANKSGIVING PRAYER SERVICES
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 10:00 A.M. THURS. MORNING

MacMURRAY

THE LADY
IS WILLING
with
ALINE MacMAHON
ARLINE JUDGE
an the wonder baby
BABY COREY

a.sd

DOORS OPEN
1:00 P. M.

IN THE NEWSREEL

HAPPINESS
go hand -in-hand
on the world's
most glamorous
street!

U. S. TROOPS INVADE
FRENCH AFRICA

CONTINUOUS

Paramount News camera analysis of dramatic
American action in Morocco.
Algiers and Tunis

SHOWS
TO 11:00 P. M.

PLUS! . . . SELECT
SHORT UNITS
*

RemeMet
HARBOR
PEARL
Dec. 7th

HOLIDAY
PRICES!
ADULTS - 30c
KIDDIES - 11c
NO PASSES
HONORED

11c & 20c

fi

TUES. & WED.

Ilc&2

A MERRY MIXTURE.OF RACKETEERS
...ROMANCE AND A RACKET -DEAR!
When Tell, Dark end Handsome
inherits an art-gallery:.. the
fun begins!

BROADWAY
— with its glitter
and gals . . . gangsters and pals! . . .
Don't miss it!
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And when doing so, visit our store for Gifts
that will be sure to please everyone!
HALLMARK CARDS

Pec 7th

The Most Talked About Cartoon in Years!

HANDKERCHIEFS

PURSES

SCARFS

ONE

A

"THE BLITZ WOLF"

SPECIAL

Any similarity between the Wolf in this
comedy and that jerk Hitler is purely
Intentional. How you'll love to hiss him!

PROGRAM

GLOVES

In The Newsreel! . . .
OF

PICTURES
-

EVERY

NOTE THIS
POTTERY

CANDLEWICK CRYSTAL
LINENS

REAL

VALUE!

Extra Special!. . .

Latest pictures of Battle for Stalingrad
General MacArthur at Port Morsby

JUNIOR
FEATURES

OOD DRUG
rugtist On 'The S

Thursday, Novemb
er 22,

a y, November 26, 1942
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Polly Booker, Charlotte
in a war plant.
Adams, Elaine Morris Pauline
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again,
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'ews camera analysis of
Morocco,
in
action
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Algiers and Tunis
pits' . . . SELECT
SHORT UNITS
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IXTURE OFRACKET•DEAr
E. .AND A Handsome
Dark and
its an art-gallery. .. the
ealik fun boginel

CASES

in pretty materi-
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R

tosstAk

als and shades.

Id

Bare-leg

Added 01!
SUPERM AN
sroRT sø

! NEXT

THUR. & FRI

,SHEAR

FINE
THINGS
COME IN
GAYMODE
BOXES!
This year's prise
package for
Christmas is a
boxful of the
new Gaymodes
-full - fashioned rayons!

WOMEN'S BLOUSES
Softly tailored multi-filament rayon in pastels.

$1.29

Finest sheer

$1.35
$1.35
$1.00

and

service

rayons in "Glorious," "Vu
lorous," and "Victorious.'

(by Humming Bird)

D DRUG CO.

See our complete stock of beauWu! hose.

Three Piece
GIFT

SETS

96e

BLANKETS
$4.98
Heavy deeppile! 72x90.

SLIPPERS

•

The Maker of
Old Spice

Men's
HANDKERCHIEFS
29c

Rayon striped with cotton chenille.

$1.15

(Seamless)

Rayon Mesh
Cotton Mesh
Rayon __ _

Sport covering with rayon
lining.
$2.98 For School or Office

Other lovely rayons, economically priced.

98c
For Young Wardrobes

GIRLS' DRESSES
$1.19
Gay prints, stripes, checks
or solid colors in basque
tailored or princess styles.
3-6; 7-14.
MEN'S SWEATERS
Wool plaid slipoveror coat
$2.98
style.

Tailored
SLIPS
41.29
In rayon
_crepe or
satin

Stationery In
CHEST
98c
12 sheets and
envelopes i n
chest!

Sewing
Pretty Pillow
CABINET
CASES
Nicely finish$1.00
"Mr. & Mrs.", ed -in maple
"His & Hers" or walnut!Roomy! $1.29
designs.

ay,
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40,000 Men,Women
Help College Tell
About War Effort
Donaldson's Efficiency
Methods Have Paid
Big Dividends Last
Two Years

cruiser Boise (above) docked at
U. S. CRUISER BOISE SETS BATTLE MARK The U. S. light
zone with the extraordinary
battle
the Philidelphia Navy yard, home from the Solomon Islands
warships in a single enJapanese
six
sinking
in
tal
record of having been chiefly instrumen
—AP Telemat
gagement.

That adoption of sound business and engineering principles
in management of the Kentucky
Department of Highways has
paid substantial dividends was
evidenced recently in the report
of J. Lyter Donaldson, Commissioner of Highways, covering
the two-year .9eriod which ended March 31, 1942.
Among outstanding accomplishments of the department, the
report shows 126.6 percent more
high-type roads was constructed
during this period than during
the previous two years, while
gains in construction of mediumtype roads amounted to an increase of 249 percent over the
previous two years. A decrease
of 55 percent in the construction
of low-type roads during the
the two years covered by the
report further demonstrates progress made in carrying out the
policy of the department to convert as rapidly as possible all
its low type roads into higher
types, the report states.
Nothwithstanding a general advance in wages, administrative
and all other expenses of the
Department were reduced, administrative costs alone falling
seven and one-half percent.
Efficiency, economy and progress were cited by the report
as the three factors receiving
prime consideration in planning
activities of the department for
the two-year period.
When the national emergency,
plans of the Department rapidly
were brought into conformity
with the Federal program and
every facility was devoted immediately to successful prosecution of the war effort, the report states.

It is estimated that approximately 40,000 men and women in
Kentucky are working with the
State College of Agriculture and
Home Economics as neighborhood
leaders. They have reached almost 500,000 families in the antiinflation drive, rubber and sarap
salvage, and enriched flour and
fat salvage campaigns.
Examples of the work they
are doing are numerous. In
Montgomery county, 3,000 shearling lambs have been produced in
the program of providing pelts
for aviation suits. Production for
this purpose is different than
that usually followed by Kentucky farmers and it was necessary to reach the sheepmen with
certain information. To quote
County Agent Floyd McDaniel,
the neighborhood leaders "put
the job over" by taking the information to them.
This same county collected 2,000,000 pounds of scrap metal
before the newspaper drive started, and then had a second drive
to collect one and a half times
the alloted amount.
In Ballard county, 135 leaders
lined up the scrap, ready for
trucks to pick it up. Owsley
county farmers used their own
to get the
BEST BIB and tucker. The color- teams and wagons
houses.
to
school
scrap
ront
bib-f
Dutch
ful embroidered
Fat salvage, too, is getting unand cap shown here transform a
way and in Harlan county,
der
new
smart
a
into
tired old dress
the collecting.
costume. If you can't sew, there's one leader is doing
a 70-year old
county,
In
Graves
to
you
near
center
sewing
a
who has no
leader
ood
neighborh
similar
teach you how to perform
car, walks to contact all the
makeover tricks.
members in her group.

chief of Ford Plant Building
NAVY'S CHIEF GREETS BOISE SKIPPER Admiral Ernest J. King (left), commander in
the U. S. Fleet, congratulates Captain E. J. (Mike) Moran (right), skipper of the American
32-Ton Tanks
hia, Army's
light cruiser Boise, after the Boise returned from the Solomon Islands battle zone to Philadelp
—AP Telemat In Increasing Volume
Navy Yard.
According to word received
county, with some yields going fine winter gardens which in- from the Ford Motor Company
Among The
clude greens of various kinds, by C. B. Meadows, local dealer,
22 bushels to the acre.
County Agents
In Fayette county, a local salsify, parsnips, carrots and M4 32-ton tanks, carrying armor
W. A. Dotson of Pike county
plate made in Ford Motor Comherbs.
cleared $597.78 above feed and butcher cooperated with homepany steel mills, are now coming
Adair
of
Browping
Frank
other cash expenses on his flock makers' clubs to discuss cuts of
off the assembly lines.
of
field
large
a
poor
and
good
seeded
to
show
and
county
meats
of 260 pullets this year.
The number of tanks being
Hemp did well in Carlisle qualities.
Balbo rye and found it ready to made daily cannot be revealed,
Approximately 75 storage cell- pasture one month after seeding.
but more than one assembly line
ars will be built in Knox county
than 300 pieces of furni- is operating where the first Ford
More
this year.'
assembly line operated years
The cover crop program in ture have been reported finished
ago.
members
club
rs'
homemake
Hickman county has beep ser- toy
Contributing to the speedy
iously curtailed because of lack in Nelson county.
mass production of the steel
acremore
county,
Barren
In
of fall rains.
monsters are Ford innovations.
Homemakers in Union county age has been given to cover
nary is their
Capital Stock Co. Insurance have stored 6,223 pounds of fruit crops this fall than at any time Distinctly revolutio
non-buckling
of
making
method
history.
county's
is safe and reliable.
in frozen food lockers and can- in the
W. F. Moddy of Madison coun- armor plate. This formula not
quarts of fruits and
90,707
ned
Phone 25
Princeton, 1i).
ty has a six-acre hybrid corn only eliminates the use of convegetables.
110 S. Jefferson St.
siderable equipment but sharpA well-equipped first-aid cabi- field which yielded between 90
ly reduces production time.
acre.
per
bushels
100
and
of
is
one
net for every member
Hopof
Young
Claude
Mrs.
the goals for the year set up by
The Leader leads in its field.
the homemakers' clubs in Logan kins county has a flock of 122
eggs
173
averaged
which
hens
county.
G. B. Nolan of Harlan county this year, and netted her $3.09
A. P.
harvested 80 bushels of corn per per hen.
NATIONAL
YATES
LIFE AND
acre off six acres that had been
ACCIDENT
About 45 out of every 100 perIMISU44111CI
sown to cover crops for six
C11.10,Nov
C .
"Shield Man"
—
sons in the United States in 1940
years.
sniurs
you
than
Princeton, Ky.
Many Kentucky homemakers resided in towns of less'
are taking pride in unusually 2,500 population.
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We give solemn thanks for Freedom and Plenty
and for the courage of the many preserving
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MARKS OF DEVOTION

Glory ripples in the bi
airdrome in Algeria. Th

Cornick Oil C

For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 days every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidney. must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess acids and other waste
matter that cannot stay In the blood
without injury to health, there would
the
be better Understanding of why fail
whole system is upset when kidneys
to function properly.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
I. wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.will
Why not try Doan's Pills7 You
d the
be using a medicine recommende
country over. Doan's stimulate the functo
them
help
and
kidneys
tion of the
the
flush out poisonous waste from
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Dean's today. Us* with confidence.
At all drug stores.
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. Safety
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Insurance
Fire and Auto

is a
13EST SELLING LAXATIVE
all over the South

In Standard Old Line

e 250

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.

THE AMERICAN
WAY
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INSURANc

Louisiana Boy Tops
Scrap Collection
Washington (/P)—An 11-yearold Luisiana boy spent his vacation urging local farmers to get
out their scrap. He conducted all
the transactions. himself, paid
the farmers, did an average daily
business of $27 and collected 400
tons of scrap which he sold for a
profit of $2,736. This achievement
tops the records for individual
scrap collections, according to
the Office of War Information.
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D GLORY MARCHES WITH YANKS IN ALGERIA
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ripples in the breeze at the head of a group of American soldiers marching toward the Maison
in Algeria. This is an official British photo, transmitted by radio from London to the United
—AP Telemat
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—What It Means
Suspending

The 40-Hour Week

it was found necessary to restore
By Herman Allen
the regulations in a certain
expedition was led by
Planning the family's part in
Wide World Features
General William Eaton, former the share-the-meat campaign is
The demand for suspension of measure . . . The president of
American consul at Tunis. At the a challenge to every homemaker. the 40-hour week is only a little the National Employment Office
be
observed: 'Attention must
head of the Marines was Lieut.
To get in step with meat-sharing snowball on top of Capitol Hill
to the physical and mental
paid
Presley N. O'Bannon.
plenty
are
there
But
right now.
Back in 179 national indigna- is patriotic, it is fair and it will of people in Congress who would limits to any extension of hours.
for
victory.
the
help
effort
in
Any abuses lightly committed in
tion had impelled the U. S. Conlike to give it a push and send
gress to raise money to build
Farmers who butcher meat for it booming right out into Penn- this respect will have to be paid
six frigates, including the famous home use and those who buy sylvania avenue and from there for sooner or later."
Shortly thereafter the govern"Old Ironsides," to fight the pi- from farmers for storage
in right into every factory in the
ment decided to restore a limit
rates, but in the meantime an freezer lockers are expected to nation.
to the working of overtime in
undeclared naval war had sprung take part just as much as those
What would this mean to the
y army set out westexcess of the normal 8-hour day,
The
up
France.
with
French,
every
meat
market
the
to
who
go
effort?
war
ss the burning desert
the unit being fixed at 10
taking their cue from the Brit- day. For all, the allowance is
In the first place it would be
•rna. Tripoli, 600 miles
a day as a general rule and
hours
ish, had
started
impressing three-fourth of a pound of veal, best to clear the air by em38 Greeks, 90 Berbers,
12 hours for some jobs which
seamen.
American
a
child
for
or
law
lamb
beef
40-hour
pork,
the
that
phasizing
Arabian cavalry, foot
time
While we were fighting the under 6 years of age, one and a does not put a flat limit on the involved length periods of
d camel drivers—
resimply
was
worker
the
when
French, we continued to pay half pounds for each child from length of time anybody may
ht United States Mathe Bey of Algiers an annual six to 12, and two and one-half work. It merely says that after quired to be present.
The German labor protection
tribute of $22,000 to permit our pounds for a person over 12. a man has worked 40 hours in
e famous "Derna Ex12, 1939, said:
to pass his shores. The Bey "Bone in" is included in this any week he must be paid over- order of December
ships
one of the most nota"Even though it is necessary to
of Tunis and the Bashaw of allowance.
works
he
time rates for any time
, f American arms.
increase output, exaggerated deTripoli knew a good thing when
To get the most from the meat the rest of the week.
mands on labor must be avoidthey saw it, so they demanded allowed, home economists at the
To suspend the 40-hour week
a Kentucky College of Agriculture would merely mean that
a ed."
tribute, too. They pushed
Britain had a similar experigood thing too far, however, and and Home Economics make these worker could put in more than
the result was a series of naval suggestions: I. Keep raw meat 40 hours before his overtime pay
•
•
expeditions against them. It was in the coldest part of the refri- would begin.
the
that
storage
or
the
coldest
in
expedition
gerator
1803
the
dein
circles
labor
Washington
PTOMETRIST
U. S. frigate Philadelphia was place available, which should clare the effect on production of
50
captured, only to be burned at be 45 degrees or lower. 2. war goods probably would be
Main St.
her moorings by gall'ant Lieut. Ground meat spoils more quickly very little. War production is on
Stephens Decatur and his raid- than meat in one piece; use it an overtime basis right now. The
soon. 3. Cook meat with moder- government is paying the overers.
Yusuf, the Bashaw of Tripoli, ate heat to make it tender, save time, so it wouldn't save the emwas a scurrillous character, who fOod value, and have more to ployer anything. It would, of
had seized the throne by murder- serve. 4. Browning meat de- course, save the government a lot
ing his oldest brother. His next velopes a rich flavor, but it may of money.
On the other hand, such a
oldest brother, Hamet, in line cause shrinkage.
of move might be of great benefit
Tender, well-fatted cuts
for the throne, fled to Egypt.
French,
Eaton conceived the idea of meat hold their juices when they to non-war industry, retail stores
St. finding Hamet and placing him are roasted or broiled at a mod- and so on. Many of these conrioreton,
erate temperature. Don't add cerns, faced with rising costs
on the throne at Tripoli.
Hamet agreed to Eaton's idea, water and don't cover. When and taxes, cannot afford to pay
and the expedition set "out. Sev- water is used, it makes steam much overtime and may not be
eral times the Arabs threatened which forces out the juices, and able to get help to run extra
were outfaced causes meat to lose both flavor shifts of only 40 hours.
ce Corp. of Ky. mutiny but they
In connection with lengthening
by O'Bannon's Leathernecks. Ar- and weight. Ground meats, too,
As Princeton Observes
riving before Derna April 25, should be cooked uncovered work hours, it is of interest to
Eaton found the town defended without water at a moderate note what happened in Germany. A report to the Internationby 800 men against his 350. While temperature.
Another Thanksgiving
For tough cuts of meat, it is al Labor Office on the German
three U. S. naval ships bomband a situation says:
arded the fort from the sea, necessary to use water
Day!
steam
"When hostilities broke out it
Eaton sent two forces against it covered pan so that the
0 relieves promptly be- from the land. The first consist- will tenderize it, as in pot-roast- was considered necessary to give
right to the seat of the
or stewing. Cook them slow- the government greater freedom
help loosen and expel ed of O'Bannon and the Marines, ing
phlegm, and aid nature 36 Greeks and 24 Berber artil- ly and for a long time.
of action. By the war economy
d heal raw, tender, inone cannon. Th€411
of Sept. 1, 1939, all restricthial mucous mem- lerymen with
chapter in their history order
fighting
tions on normal hours of work
your druggist to sell you second, under Hamet, was an all- of daring.
reomulsion with the un- Arab team.
for adult men were abolished.
you must like the way it
"Less than three months later
's 'he cough or you are
Both assaults failed. Eaton
The Leader leads in its field.
r money back.
knew enemy reinforcements were
approaching, so he ordered anO'Bannon, leading
Chest Colds, Bronchitis other attack.
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Ways To Spread
Meat Allowance

AMERICANS CHARGE ACROSS ALGERIAN BEACH Having just landed, American troops charge across the beach at
This is an official
Surcouf in Algeria, French North Africa. Leading the charge at left can be seen an American flag.
—AP Telemat
British photo transmitted by radio from London to the United States.
ence. The British found that I errors increased and the value
after a certain number of hours, of overtime work fell off.
Everybody reads the Leader.
depending on the type of work,
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Floors Filling
For Burley Sale
At Hopkinsville
Seven Houses Scheduled To Handle Crop
This Season, Opening
Tuesday, Dec. 8
Loose leaf tobacco warehouses
at Hopkinsville already are half
full of Burley tobacco and all
are expected to be filled by December 8, opening day of the
1942 auction sales, warehousemen said Tuesday. The seven
floors operating this year can
handle around 2,500,000 pounds
of Burley, operators say.
With a large acreage taken
out of production this year as a
result of Camp Campbell being
located in the section, estimates vary as to the crop in
the Hopkinsville area, ranging
10,000,000
8,000,000 to
from
pounds. Burley tobacco in this
section is not weighing as much
as last year and is described by
warehousemen as being of fair
quality.
Favorable weather conditions
have resulted in much tobacco
being stripped and prepared for
sale.
Floors operating this year include Moss, Beltsley & Frankel,
Hancock - Cooper, McConnell,
Butler, Planters, Farmers and
Dickinson 8z Young.
Morgan Boyd is president and
Charles Young vice president of
the Hopkinsville Burley Board
of Trade. The sales committee
includes S. L. Cowherd, W. L.
Akers, W. M. Hancock, Jr., and
Bob Arthur.
Gowin In Charge At
Paducah OPA Office
C. W. Gowin has been placed
in charge of the recently opened OPA office at Paducah, it
was announced Wednesday. Mr.
Gowin, former merchant here,
is handling the branch office
for Louisville headquarters with
a territory of 24 counties. He
is an associate merchandise price
specialist.

INYour Bill Is Sent
Once A Week....
Do you know that The
Leader sends you a statement
of your subscription account
every week?
Look at the date beside
your name on the wrapper, or
on the margin of the paper,
I at the top of the front page.
1 That date tells when your
subscription expires. With declining revenues from advertising, your subscription account now means more than
1. ever.
Please remit promptly.
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U. S. Lost 860 Men
Killed In Invasion
War Casualties To
Date

Total

50,866

On All Fronts
(By Associated Press)
Washington.—American forces
occupied French North Afriea
at a cost of only 860 men killed
or missing and 1,050 wounded,
the War Department announced.
The number of men landed in
Africa has not been officially
disclosed but Axis reports have
placed the figure at around 150,000.
By contrast, half of the Allied
force of about 7,000 which participated in the raid on Dieppe
in occupied France last August
became casualties.
The 1,910 casualties in the
African occupation raised total
American casualties for the war
to date to at least 50,866.

New Penney Cashier
Miss Nellie Hendricks, formerly ermployed at McElroy's
Store, has accepted a position as
cashier with J. C. Penney Company. She replaces Mrs. Arney
T. Rawls, who has accepted emCaldwell
ployment with the
county rationing board.

PTA Has Special Sewin, Knitting, School

BE THANKFUL FOR
GOLDEN
GUERNSEY

Home Front Effort
Parent-Teachers'
Princeton's
Association, directed by Mrs. J.
D Alexander, president, and
Mrs. John Bonner Maxwell, vicepresident, is observing "Women
At War Week," which began
Sunday, with a series of special programs hightlighting the
organization's current activity.
A special session with the entire PTA membership participating will be held the last of
the week, Mrs. Alexander said.
Appearances will be made at
Eastside and Butler and women
of the club will make special efforts to accelerate their program, already in progress.
PTA members are working
surgical
daily at Red Cross
dressing and sewing rooms. They
are carrying on a knitting program at their homes and helping with other community war
chores.
Several women have been soliciting War Bond and Stamp
sales this month. They played a
big part in oversubscription of
Caldwell's quota in October but
continue
asked permission to
their work in future campaigns.
Teachers here are probably
more active than ever before.
They have been instrumental in
ration registrations, bond sales,
community war projects on and
off the campus besides regular
class-room tasks which include
various war-time duties.
Other Princeton women besides PTA members also are
observing their part in the war
this week. Social circles, already engaged in war-aid, have
renewed efforts this week by
more frequent appearances at
service centers and other projects. Princeton also has numerous girls and women working
at war plants who will come in
for their share of recognition.

Navy recruiters who have been
operating in Princeton two days
each week will spend only a
part of Tuesday here after December 1, they said Wednesday.
Remainder of each Tuesday will
be spent at Eddy vine.
The
ctiange came when Lyon. Crittenden and Livingston counties
were added to this recruiting
district.
Miss Martha Servison, student
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, spent last week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sevison, Eddyville Road.

Pasteurized Milk

Of War Reached

Program To Celebrate

(A WEEK OF THE WAR)
a
President Roosevelt, in
radio address, said "during the
last two weeks, we have had a
great deal of good news, and
It would seem that the turning
point of this war has at last
been reached. But this is no
time for exultation. There is
no time now for anything but
fighting and working to win."
• • •
Navy Secretary Knox reported
the following total damage inflicted on Japan in the Battle of
the Solomons November 12-15—
Sunk, 2 battleships, 6 heavy
cruisers, 2 light cruisers, 6 destroyers, 8 transports; damaged2 battleships, 1 cruiser, 7 destroYers. The Japanese lost between 20,000 and 40,000 troops,
as well as large numbers of
naval personnel. U. S. losses
were 2 light cruisers and 6 destroyers sun.
• * •
Allied headquarters in North
Africa reported American, British and French troops are driving into Tunisia from all sides,
closing in a ring around the
northeastern triangle of Bizerte
and Tunis. The British First
Army, reinforced by U. S. and
French
units, engaged
Axis
mechanized columns in Tunisia
and drove them back.
• • •
General MacArthur's headquarters reported American and
Australian forces are driving
hard against the Japanese, who
are pinned along the northeastern coast of New Guinea between Buna and Gona on a narrow beachhead extending 20
miles along the coast and 6 miles
inland.
*

•

•

War Production Chairman Nelson announced aircraft production in 1943 has been fixed at
more than double the 1942 output. At the same time, he appointed a new top board of aircraft production supervision under chairmanship of WPB Vice
Chairman
Charles E. Wilson.
Mr. Nelson issued a statement
asking war workers to stay
on their jobs Thanksgiving Day.
• * •
WPB froze, until March 6,
1943, one-half of the supply of
cold storage butter in 35 principal markets of the country—between 30 and 35 million pounds.
Without regard to existing contracts, this butter may not be
delivered except on specific permission by the WPB or to the
armed forces, lend-lease, or other
specified Government agencies.
•

OPA

0

14199 1

•

Medical Meeting
The following Princeton physicians attended a meeting of
the Four County Medico-Dental
Society at Cadiz last Friday
night with dinner at the Cadiz
1,580 Of 2,000 Car
hotel: W. C. Haydon, I. Z. BarOwners Register; Board
ber, Frank T. Linton and W. L.
Has Many Extra Fuel
Cash. The society embraces
Applications
and
Lyon
Caldwell, Crittenden,
About 420 passenger car ownTrigg counties, and Doctor Cash
is the secretary. The next meet- ers in Princeton and Caldwell
ing of the Society will be held county ignored the gasoline rain Princeton in February, 1943.
tion registration last week and
unless they sign up after DeFire Threatens Iloaz
cember 1, with a moderate penHome Thursday Night
Threatening nearby buildings, alty imposed for tardiness, more
fire of undetermined orgin de- than a third of the county's autostroyed a Small wood-shed at mobiles will be gasless for the
the home of Mrs. Emmie Boaz duration.
on north Jefferson street early
Robert Jacobs, ration board
Thursday night. Flames were ex- clerk, said Monday, 1,580 motortingushed by the fire depart- ists signed for gas coupons at
ment.
Butler, Fredonia and other counschools Wednesday, Thursday
ty
gasoline ration coupon from 4
are about 2,to 3 gallons in the District of and Friday. There
registered
autos
passenger
000
eastthe
Columbia and 16 of
office.
ern states. B and C books were at the county clerk's
Caldwell's 485 truckers were
not affected. Motorist.% who,
included in the registration.
not
because of the change of the
"Certificate of
value of the A coupon, are un- They obtain a
issued by the
Necessity"
War
able to obtain "essential mileTransportation
age" may apply for supplement- office of War
local ration
the
at
register
and
al rations. To allow motorists
1.
extra time in which to dispose office after December
for
apply
to
want
who
Persons
five
of
excess
of idle tires in
their
per passenger car, OPA post- B or C cards will 'fill out
over to
poned the deadline for idle tire forms and turn them
in the
headquarters
at
clerks
turn-ins until December 1. A
total of 2,872,000 tires had been courthouse.
Extra fuel applications will be
turned in by motorists at the
close of business November 14. considered by a board composed
•
•
•
of L. G. Cox, Cliff Hollowell and
To finance the war effort, the Sam Koltinsky.
Motorists who wish to registTreasury will borrow during
December the unprecedented sum er for basic A cards are asked
approximately $39 billion, not to apply until after Decemof
Treasury Secretary Morgenthau ber 1, as clerks are busy taking
announced. Twelve victory fund applications for*B and C coucommittees will launch an inten- pons, Mr. Jacobs said.
sive sales campaign on November
30 on three series of offerings
of new securities, with 44,000
volunteer workers soliciting subscriptions. At the same time,
the war savings staff, with its
300,000 volunteers, will intensify this drive to add at least 7
million more income-earners to
those already investing regularly in war bonds through the payroll savings plan.

A

health of your family . . . Truly This is Something
to be Thankful for this Thanksgiving Day!
Pasteurization Guarantees against impurities ...
And Golden Guernsey's high standards of excellence

Giant Ill

We honestly believe you get THE MOST FOR
YOUR MONEY when you buy GOLDEN GUERNSEY
MILK . . . Especially now when budgeting food expenditures is urged as vital to the Nation's Victory
Effort in the War.

Puffed

045
High Polish Calfskin

A military type that has been drafted into
civilian service. Men in the service and
out all admire the crisp, clean cut styling,
the comfort and the convenience of this
Oxford.
Strap 'n Buckle
WORN

WITH

PRIDE

BY

Phone 161
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

LOST: White pig,
near Cedar Hill c
Finder please return
Stephens. Reward.
WANTED: A good relia
to supply customers
Rawleigh Products. Wri
leigh's, Dept KYKFreeport, Ill.
FOR RENT: One large
ment; one small apartm
refrigeration in both.
Laban Kevil. Phone 3
FOR RENT: First floor,
ed apartment; two roe
ate bath and entran
one three-room apartm
Minor Carey, W. Main
FOR SALE or TRADE
1939 Buick for what ha
Tell 43-J.
FOUND: Umbrella left at
Office. Owner may rec
identifying and paying
• • 1 to
at The Leader office.

FREE! If excess acid ca
pains of Stomach Ulce
gestion, Heartburn,
Bloating. Nausea, Gas
Monday night, Dec. 7, at 7:30
get free sample, Udga,
special
son Drug Store.
o'clock, there will be a
service at the Central PresbyCHRISTMAS CARD
the
terian Church to which
PEOPLE—Reliable
public is invited. Dr. James
woman wanted immedi
sell Watkins Christin
Riggs and Dr. Kenneth Parker
on "Stewardship or products. Big dema
will speak
profit. Write The J.
and War Time Service" and
kins Company, 80 W
Foreign Missions, respectively.
Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

Special Service Dec. 7
At Presbyterian Church

Waldorf assorted
Chocolate

lb.23

Tomatoes
Gayla

Sugar

Liftoups Urging
Express
, Of Tolls
'
.nfidence In Spous
ministration
(By Associated Press)
--Confidence
, Nov. 25
administration of state
by J.
bridge collections
commisDonaldson, State
highways, was expressof
Monday in a statement
Greatby officials of the
Association and the
Free Bridge Associahave
two organizations
'taking a leading part in
bridges.
faign to free toll
statement was issued a fdiscuss, officials held a
problems that may arise,
effort to free bridges, as
t of anticipated reduced
collections because of gasorationing.
"these
• statement said that
organizations through many
conferences with CommisDonaldson have found him
!te, helpful and co-opWe feel that his labors
of the bridge problem
been most effective and
deserving of the full confi'• of the bridge users and the
of the state.
joint efforts on this matye been continuous and we
aurently working with Com.ner Donaldson on tolls in
light of new conditions that
be created through the
rationing soon to beeffective."
statement made no referto a suit brought by AttorGeneral Hubert Meredith at:. Donaldson's handling of
'ons on a State-owned
at Covington, except to
that there has been "conle comment relative to the
of toll bridges in the
recently.
statement was signed by
M. Prather, E. J. Paxton,
R. E. Fairhurst, C. A. Saw R. V. Green, members
• committee of the Greater
cah Association, and by B.
Lenihan, Louisville, executive
President of the Kentucky
• Bridge Association.

e Leader leads in its field.
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Searchlight
6 large boxes

Yellow
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Pecans thin

Grapes

cakes

California

shell

lb.

pounds

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Florida Oranges, Texas Grapefruit, Celery. Cr
berries, Head Lettuce, etc. More for your Money all the time.

MILLIONS

Princeton Shoe Co.

HELP WANTED:
to stay in home.Woman
How
light. Call 114.
— -WANTED: 2,000 bu. corn
or yellow; 50 tons alt
lespedeza. At ono
Spickard. Tel. 116-J.
FOR SALE: Almost new
aire electric range, thre
ers, with well cooke
clock and oven. Also
box and cable. C. J.
410 Maple Avenue.

Bridge Units
d Donaldson's
Management

'''.4n41F441A51,4'

wheat ..9c

— No. 33
=
== Laundry

RED FRONT

Also Shown In Lace Oxford Patterns, All Sizes

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

CLASSIFIED A

FOR SALE: Three
Jcrse
all giving milk; .1
China Bred Sow;
China gilts. See
Luth
Farmersville.

The finest for eating or cooking variety. Enjoy and buy them
by the sack full. Nothing healthier

SWEET POTATOES fancy
Halls
3 lbs. 10c

certify to maximum food value, plus better taste appealing to even the most delicate appetite.

Everybody reads the
--

•'me statisticians estimate that
Population of South America,
ch in 1940 was about 100,000,will double in the next 29

=
== Cakes
Cookies

BEST ALL AROUND FOOD ... PURE, RICH MILK,
in ample quantities to safeguard your health and the

Chas. J. White
left S
for Houston,
Texas for
weeks' visit and
vacatio
Mr. and Mrs
Herbert e
and Mrs E. H.
MCC
family.

Grimes Golden an
&layman Wing)
APPLES

OAAV

Even tho meat, coffe, sugar and other foods are
scarce and necessarily rationed, you still can buy THE

PR!

November 22,
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cut value of basic

Third Of County's
Motorists Fail
To Sign For Gas

Physicians Attend

Princeton Women President Says
Observe War Week Turning Point
With Added Work

Princeton Navy Recruiting
Scheduled Is Changed

Main at Cadiz St.

Thursday,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Hopkinsville's Naval Hero Has
High Praise For Men Of Crew
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Boys Work Shoes E
$1 95 pair

36 in OUTING

Ben Franklin Store
2:00 O'clock!
Princeton, Ky., November 27th at
boy and
He will have a gift for every good little
assortin that comes to see him. We have a large
your
do
so
quantity,
ent of toys but in limited
Circular.
opping early. Watch for our big Xmas

BEN FRANKLIN STORE
Princeton, Ky.
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Sweeping along on the crest at
every wave of formal, glittering ins
tivity in London .....Bond Street,'
a
the rich, new perfume ... darling
hers
worldings
young
Yardley's gay
lit
and abroad. Presented solely in
royally blazoned packaging. $2.54

OF

29c yard

79c

Size 6 to 14

Boys' Button or Zipper

Gloves 25c 21 in Outing
CONOSTOGA-Jersey Gloves 15c 8-oz. Feather Tick

PALM
LEATHER

Genuine Goodyear Welt
Tan Army Style . . . capped

LL Brown Sheeting
36 in Wide

15c
35c
15c

WOOD DRUG CO. ==

SWEATERS
$1 49
Size 8 to 16

Men's Oxfords
That Wear
Tan or Black

Hope Bleached 19c
Sizes 2 to 12

LONDON

"Druzest On the Square"

Boys' Heavy Wt Unionsuits

long leg guic
size 6 to 12 Child's Undies
& Sleeve Drop Seat ""

to $13.50.

YARDLEY

QUADRIQUE

25c Plaid Sport Shirts
Cotton Work Sox 15c Rayon Hose
98c
19c
Woolen Boot Sox 29c Girls Campus Hose

395
California

1Street Projects
In Progress Here

E8:30 A.M. to • P.M...8:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
—
.

19c yard

Searchlight

hes

ESCAPES DEATH
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Soap

22 More Receive
Draft Notices

Tax Collections Slow;
man second class, from North
(By Associated Press)
Group Includes Many'
Aboard the Destroyer Smith in Platte, Neb., said: "We only
Penalties Will Be
From Original 1-B
the South Pacific (Delayed.)— dumped a little burning powder
Imposed
Classification
Lieut. Commander Hunter Wood
and two other men risked their
read at Monday night's
Reports
Jr., Hopkinsville, Ky., gives
Caldwell Selective Service of'the fire.)
Of Tolls Express
credit to the crew of this Ameri- lives constantly fighting
the city council showof
session
regist"What about your ankle?" ficials have notified 22
idence In Spous'
can destroyer for its magnificent
ed Princeton contributed $235
performance in the battle of the Commander Wood asked Flebbe. rants to appear for draft physical
in istration
to street construction program of
"0, I turned it a little, sir, but examinations November 27.
Santa Cruz islands.
the WPA last month. Work for
Associated Press)
the
side."
over
The Smith, ablaze with flames
A large part of the group came
the past month has consisted
(Other crewmen said Flebbe
started when a Japanese torpedo
h. Nov. 25—Confidence
from 1-B class. Others were 1-As
principally of excavation and
it
much
of
take
notice
I
didn't
its
onto
forecastle,
plane crashed
administration of state
with secondary dependents.
of debris preparatory
removal
the
reply.
was
time,"
at
the
stood guard over an aircraft
•ge collections by J.
to pouring concrete, which is
They are: Jeff Davis Morse,
Lewis Cotrell, 23, of Ronan,
carrier for two hours while the
naldson, State commisscheduled to begin soon barring
Mont., one of Flebbe's com- Lawrence Hester Alexander, R.
crew battled the fire.
CampWilson
unfavorable weather.
Harold
Harris,
B.
highways, was expresssaid:
(The Santa Cruz battle occur- panions,
Work is in progress on east
"I rigged a hose, got the rescue bell, Eugene Randolph Baker,
&'d Oct. 26 and cost the Japanese
Monday in a statement
Duley
street near Eastside school.
Main
Creekmur,
Edwin
Charles
and
investibreathing
apparatus
two battleships, two aircraft
• officials of the GreatWar Production Board
Eugene
The
Floyd
Johnson,
Albert
fire
the
Yes,
fire.
the
carriers and three cruisers dam- gated
ati Association and the
regulations provide that a reover the powder was awfully Kenneda, Otha Diggs, Herbert
aged.)
port must be made to the Public
Vanleer,
Free Bridge AssociaMore than 70 bullets and canIn the midst of the battle a hot, but I passed the powder up Edward Banister, Julius
Administration as to the
Roads
Wilkerson,
Parker
Gray,
Ulyless
in
non shell holes were counted
Jap plane crashed on the de- to Flebbe and Oscar English.
The White House announced stroyer and set off fires which English is from Anderson, S. C." Ray Gordon Lane, Otis Richard the plane on which Brig. Gen. materials required for complewe organizations have
log a leading part in that Gov. Herbert H. Lehman swept half the length of the
Homer W. Procter of Greeley, Jennings, Chester Dixon Keller, Patrick Timberlake (above) was tion of the street construction,
city officials said, and in comJames
bridges,
rewould
New
York
toll
of
free
(above)
to
ign
ship. Then the plane's one-ton Colo., was badly burned and Benjamin Jordan Lane,
a passenger on one of the longpliance the report has been made.
Maxie,
Riley, Curtis
atement was issued af- sign as governor about Dec, 3 to torpedo explode d, scattering ordered to sick bay, but he re- Carlin
est bombing flights of the war.
The collector's report for the
ofricials held a discuss- become associated with the state sparks over the entire ship.
(.41)—Telemat
mained in the ammunition line, George Lelon Traylor, James
showed only about $20 in
week
MalErnest
foreign
arise,
of
Gordon,
director
as
may
Franklin
that
department
roblems
Commander Wood, 42, skipper passing shells with his burned
taxes collected the past week,
—(111) of the destroyer, was lavish in hands. He finally had to be pull- colm Jewell.
Hitler Will Get
ffort to free bridges, as relief and rehibilitation.
and it was agreed that all 1942
A Letter Soon
of anticipated reduced
praising members of his crew ed out of line and sent to sick
taxes remaining unpaid after
gasos'
Schedule
Homemaker
ections because of
Washington, D. C. 0'1—The
for their unswerving devotion to quarters.
Young Girl Shows
the first of next year would be
There were many such ac' Homemakers' Club meetings duty in the battle. lie insisted
Louisville, Ky., postoffice, built placed in the hands of a special
Calf
atement said that "these scheduled for this week include that they tell their experiences. counts of heroism aboard the Top Shorthorn
1893 at a cost of $1,125,000, collector with authority to colin
years
13
only
was
she
Because
anizations through many Hopkinsville Road at 2:30 Friday
Walter E. Flebbe, 23, radio- Smith.
deliver messages to the lect according to law.
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Methods That Pay
20, and made under the auspices
Cincinnati (10—Auctioning off the State fat cattle show in scrap.
We feel that his labors the home of Mrs. Jim Horning.
The War Production Board of the State Board of Health,
Farmers in Logan county who 150,000 pounds of scrap col- Louisville, could not receive a
If of the bridge problem
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ections on a State-owned
Masonic Notice
Well
at Covington, except to Produces
Lodge No. 82 will hold
Clinton
in
ns
demonstratio
corn
Hybrid
at there has been "conmeeting 7:30 Friday
called
a
showing
New Sportclads For Fall!
e comment relative to the Hancock county are
even, November 27 to conto
according
results
favorable
' of toll bridges in the
the Master's degree. BrethCounty Agent Charles L. Goff. fer
Plain or Fancy
Strong, Serviceable—Size! to 5%
ecently.
take notice. Lunch will be
ren
these
statement was signed by One demonstration gave
served.
80
Prather, E. J. Paxton, results: U. S. 13 yellow,
W. L. Granstaff, Master
76
E. Fairhurst, C. A. Saw- bushels; Kentucky 69 white,
G. W. Towery, Sec'y.
79
d R. V. Green, members bushels; Kentucky 201- white,
second
(a
13-2
S.
U.
bushels;
committee of the Greater
36-in. Etiet
bushels;
h Association, and by B. year hybrid) yellow, 58
bushels,
79
white,
72
Kentucky
executive
•han, Louisville,
67
resident of the Kentucky and Kentucky 72B white,
Size 6 to 16
bushels.
ridge Association.
Dress Prints, real 35c Values
A good, practical coat sweater you'll
The word Jehovah occurs nearstatisticians estimate that
wear both on and off the job. Smart
Testapulation of South America, ly 7,000 times in the Old
warm! Contrasting shades in all
tough,
a
100,000,ment.
in 1940 was about
colors.
fall
new
ill double in the next 29
Boys' Cotton Flannel
Skin from flounders is being
used in Holland for shoe leather
tires.
Leader leads in its field, and to repair automobile
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Leather or
Compo Sole

$395
Pair
Size 6 to 12
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Thursday, November 22,

Late News in Pictures

The Associated Press Covers,
The Big News Events For
Readers Of The Leader
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HE CAN STILL GRIN—Captain Eddie Rickenbackers's smile was still much in evidence even
after three harrowing weeks afloat in the Pacific on a rubber raft. Here in a Jeep a few hours
after his rescue, Captain Eddie is on his way to a meal of soup and ice cream with Col Robert
L. Griffin, Jr. (at wheel), USMC. Rickenbacker's plane, on an inspection tour, was ofrced down
at sea. Six other msn were rescued, but a seventh died before rescue came. This picture was rad
ioed from Honolulu to San Francisco.
LEFT—OLD GLORY FLIES IN
1 MOROCCO—American sentries
march in the battered fort at
Port Lyautey, near Rabat, after occupation of that point by
U. S. forces.
—AP Telemat

Keepa Guard
Marine's Slippers

RIGHT--JAP SNIPERS — Jap
soldiers engaged
against the
Chinese carry on sniping activities from a fort in this picture,
obtain by the U. S. Army Signal
Corps from "an undisclosed
source."
—AP Telemat

City (W)—
• oma
Boarman, Marine serg
his fighting somewher
Pacific, his faithful
guards his slilppers

f

FOUND RICKENBACKER—Lt.
W. F. Eadie, U.S.N. (above),
and Aviation Radioman L. H.
Boutte found the raft on which
were Capt. Edward V. Rickenbacker and two companions. The
three had floated in the Pacific
for three weeks after their
plane was forced down.

LANDING BARGES PUT YANKS IN' NORTH AFRICA—
British-operated landing barges empty equipment and additional American troops during Allied occupation of French
North Africa. Ships of the convoy can be seen in the back
ground. This scene is from the first newsreel on the African
operations to reach the United States.
—AP Telemat

• picked up Bejo (n
Chinese beer) when
lost and scared puppy
her to get his sli
night and to hold
he removed his shoe
ever since Tom
to war Bejo has ca
elopers each evening to
and awaited his h
' . After she decides
going to arrive she
of the slippers, lies
of the fireplace and
paw around it as she s
for the night.
ing 1940 there was
e of 14.6 telephones
persons in the United S

OHIO STATE STOPS MICHIGAN'S KUZMA—
Just one yard was all Tom Kuzma (right, with
ball) was able to gain when the Wolverine
back tried to buck the Ohio State line in the
Michigan-Ohio State football at Columbus, 0.
Ohio State won the game, 21 to 7, and took undisputed possession of first place in the Western
Conference.
(W)—Telemat

NEW GUINEA
PORT
MORESBY
Let us pause

0

50

STATUTE MILES
FLIGHT IS FIERCE BUT ALLIES ARE WINNING—Despite
strongest opposition, U. S. forces
in New Guinea have managed virtually to encircle Japanese-held
Buna (broken arrow). Latest reports indicate U. S. troope are closing in on three sides of
Buna (black arrows) and the
fall af that city appeared imminent. Victory at Buna would enable
Allied troops to drive aganist Jap footholds in Salauma and Lae (not shown), north of present
positions.
(W)—Telemat
LEFT—GENOA WAREHOUSE DESTROYED IN
RAID—Gutted warehouses and sheds on the
Mole Vecchio in Genoa, Italy, covering almost
two and one-half acres, show the damage caused
by fires set by RAF bombs during a late October raid. This is an official British picture.

Princeto

RIGHT—AP CORRESPONDENT BURNED IN
BATTLE—Charles H. McMurtry, Associated Press
war correspondent, is recovering at Honolulu,
T.
H., from burns received about his face and
hands
when a Jap bomber crashed on the signal
bridge
of an aircraft carrier a few feet from
from he
was standing.
—AP Telemat

LEFT — WHEN CAPT. EDDEE
CAME BACK — Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker (center), famous
American flier rescued after
floating oh a raft in the Pacific
for three weeks, is helped ashore
from a flying boat by Col. Robert L. Griffin, Jr., USMC (left)
and a crewman.
—AP Telemat
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BUY WAR BONDS

JAPS USE CAMELS FOR
TRANSPORTATION—Lack of modern means of transportation
the China war zone force
Japanese troops to use substitutes, even camels, according to the iVro
army signal corps which said
the picture came from an "unrevealed source."
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A Bouncing Baby, Not Ready To Re-Tire

7

By Robert E. Geiger
Associated Press Features
Denver.—Some of the first
dandelion rubber plants grown
in the west have been a success
but don't depend upon them to
yield new tires in the near
future.
Actually, preliminary investigations have indicated that growing dandelions might be hooked
up with the American sugar beet
industry and that present sugar
beet equipment in 67 huge western factories is suitablo for partially extracting rubber.
But again, don't count your
tires before they're grown. The
situation, agricultural
experts
agree, is very complex and only
a meager start has been made
toward solving it. The facts are
these.
1. First cuttings from U. S.
forest service experimental plantings of Russian dandelions in
Montana have been harvested.
2. The yield was estimated by
R. A. Coster, in charge of Montana plantations, at from 4,500 to
5,000 pounds of roots per acre,
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Bowl Game Could Decide Title;
Boston Tops All Grid Teams;
Either Georgia Squad Urged As Foe
Associated Press Features
New York.—This corner casts
an unsolicited vote for a bowl
game between Boston College
and one of the Georgia's.
Such a post-season duel would
just about settle the national
grid championship. Boston should
trample Holy Cross to finish its
season unbeaten. And either
Georgia U. or Georgia Tech—
they tangle in Atlanta Nov. 28
—should also have a spotless
record. Too bad they can't have
a round-robin and ring in unwhipped Tulsa.
Your correspondent hails from
the mint julip country and is
just as strong a Georgia rooter
as the next one down around
Athens, Jaw-ja. And he spent
many a cold fall afternoon in
Grant Field, Atlanta, cheering
on Bill Alexander's Engineers.
But—look out for cover folks.

Let us pause and give thanks for our
many blessings.

W. P. Spickard, Owner

These Southerners take their foot
ball seriously—he thinks Boston
College has the best college
football team in the country, a
team that might beat any of the
pros except the Bears and possibly the Redskins.
That's why I hope the Georgia
vs. Tech victor tackles BC in
somebody's bowl. It will settle
the issue that can't be settled in
print. A Yankee boy who made
his college football reputation
down South, Carl Brumbaugh of
the University of Florida, coaches
the BC backfield. And his fine
tutoring is largely responsible
for the Eagles' success. Hunk
Anderson of the Bears says
that BC has adapted the "T"
formation to a greater degree,
and gets more out of it, than
any other college team he's seen.
Denny Myers' Eagles are big
and fast. Other teams may be
as big, and some may be as fast,
but I doubt if there's another
club as big and fast as these
Bostons. Working off this "T"
they have split-second timing to
hit their quick breaking holes
right on the dot. And there's so
much power and speed in their
running attack that a.ball carrier
can seldom be stopped without
a sizable gain.
Fordham wouldn't be ranked
as one of the better teams this
year but I would wager a few
greenbacks that BC is the only
team that could wallop the Rams
by eight touchdowns. Furthermore, no one has kicked Georgetown around like BC did, 47-0.
It's the only team that has whipped Jim Crowley's Navy PreFlighters.
As it turns out, Crowley's team
is the only BC rival that can
be tabbed an A-1 team. Perhaps
it wasn't quite as tough a schedule as Georgia's which listed Alabama and Georgia Tech as top
foes. Of the three, Tech has
rambled along the rockiest road.
The Engineers beat Notre Dame
and Alabama, whipped a good
Eastern team in Navy and walloped one of Carolina's best.

capable of producing from 150
to 200 pounds of rubber per
acre. This yield was greater than
the average in Russia but it was
from irrigated land whereas in
Russia dry land is utilized.
3. The plants matured in about
one-half the time it takes in
Russia.
4. The locations in the United
States where it appears the dandelion will grow best coincides
exactly with the present sugar
beet growing areas. In Russia
the roots have been processed in
sugar beet factories. This is
important because it would
eliminate the necessity of building American processing plants
requiring
strategic
materials,
such steel.
"From initial experiments, I
would say that the Russian
dandelion appears to be a successful crop on the
Montana
plantations where it was planted," says Coster. Additional experiments must be carried on,
however, to determine the quality of the rubber.
"The most immediate major

torney, is visiting his family on
furlough from the Army.
• • •

Pvt. Blanton Childress, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Childress,
Main street, has been admitted
to surveying and engineering
school at Ft. Bragg, N. C.
• • •
Edwin Allen Jacobs, former
Buddy Walker, formerly of
employe of Princeton Shoe Company, who joined the Navy re- Princeton and a brother of Mrs.
cently, is nearing the end of his Bobby Oliver, was
unsuccessful
training period at Great Lakes.
in his effort to enlist in the
He is a son of Mrs. Ruth Jacobs
of Plum street. His wife, the Navy at Morganfield. where he
former Eloise Porter, is a teach- is employed on the Union County
Advocate, recently. He was reer in Princeton school system.
• • •
jected for a physical defect,
Pvt. Leonard L. Brown, son which resulted from an
old
of Mrs. A. E. Brown of Prince- leg injury.
ton has been stationed with the
United States Army at Camp
Pvt. Jerry Spickard of the
Barkley, Texas.
United States Army has been
transferred from Madison City,
Woodrow McGregor, United Wis., to Sacremento, Cal. He is
States Army, has been visiting a son of Mr. and Mrs. Mack
in Princeton where he formerly Spickard.
made his home.
Tommy McGregor and Todd
Yates of the Marines are nearing
completion of an extended training course with the Marine Air
Corps at Jacksonville, Fla. Both
boys are from Princeton.
• • •
John Cook Wilson, third class
pharmacist with the Navy, has
returned safely after a voyage to
foreign soil. He is a son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. R. Wilson of Princeton.
Pvt. James Ratliff, former city
judge here and prominent atDuke.
Georgia was a standout team
last year. Tech wasn't. Georgia
and
Georgia
Sinkwich
has
Tech can't match him in allround brilliance and versatility.
Georgia should win. But I've
got a hunch that Tech is going
to shill the Bulldogs.

dandelions are raised, these
food crops would have to be
eliminated unless more land
could be brought into production
near sugar factories.
And farmers of the west already are beset by a labor shortage, scarcity of machinery and
other factors that limit production.

THANKSGIVING
DAY 1942
SiRSOft

merinos

Sweden Harbors
Many Refugees

With Our Heroes
When your fighting man
comes home for a visit, is
transferred, promoted
or
does something
else
his
friends would like to know,
please call The Leader. News
of men in service is always
welcomed.

sources of natural rubber are the
wild rubber trees of tropical
America but there is no prospect
that they will provide full relief," E. W. Brandes, head pathologist in charge of rubber investigations for the department of
agriculture, said recently.
"That is why the Russian dandelion, which yields rubber the
same year it is planed, has been
brought in as a pinch hitter on
a team that has only one bigname regular, the cultivated
Para rubber tree," he said.
Western agricultural ex
.perts
say the possibilities of synchronizing the production of sugar
beets and dandelions on a huge
scale, using the same factories
for processing both sugar and
rubber, are not too promising.
For one thing, the growing of
sugar beets is part of an agricultural crop cycle in which the
crops are diversified so that the
soil is enriched instead of impoverished. These crops include,
besides sugar, other important
foods and livestock feeds. If

AEF To Learn
Foreign Tongues
London (IP) — United States
soldiers in the European theater of operations will soon be
studying languages — French,
German and Italian—against the
day when they'll be in those
countries.
Records of instruction in foreign speech are to be put in
every recreation center, for use
in phonographs provided each
camp. The instruction programs
will be supervised by the special service branch of the army.

Stockholm (JP)—More than 26,000 foreigners are now living in
Sweden, not including some 20,000 Finnish children cared for
by relief organizations, it was
reported by Karl Johan Hojer,
chairman of the State Refugee
Board. Of the total 9,000 are
Norwegians, against the normal
number of 2,500 .Other political
refugees number 3,000.

FAIR WARNING
The 1942 city taxes have been delinquent
since November 1. All unpaid taxes after January 1, 1943, will be placed in the hands of a
Special Collector with authority to proceed according to law. Pay now Gond avoid additional
costs. Monthly water accounts become due on
the first day of the succeeding month, and if
not paid by the 18th of the month are delinquent. Pay water accounts before the 18th and
save the penalty.

COLLECTOR
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WHILE WE HAVE CAUSE FOR SORROW
WE_STILL HAVE MUCH TO BE THANKFUL FOR
LET US GIVE THANKS.

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK

IF you never have had any
of these pains, be thankfuL They can take a lot of
the joy out of life.
If you have ever suffered,
as most of us have, from
a headache, the next time
try DR.MI!.FS ANTI-PAIN
PILLS. You will find them
pleasant to take and unusually prompt and effective in
action. Dr. Miles Anti-Pain
Pills are also recommended
for Neuralgia, Muscular
Pains, Functional Menstrual
Pains and pain following
tooth extraction.
Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills do
not upset the stomach or leave
you with a dopey, drugged
feeling.
At Your Drug Store:
125 TabIlks
25 Tablets rs•

Princeton, Ky.
Pills
means of transtP:
camels.accordint_Ap

sled source.

Rood fa 41noallons la

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Printed with Only $1.00
Your Name
Cards You Will Be Proud To Send
And Which Your Friends
Will Be Glad To Receive
They're all four-fold Folder styles in full color,
the kind of cards which give individuality
to your greetings. Envelopes also furnished.
ASK TO SEE THEM!

MANY DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM!
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Branch-Cornette's, Incorporated S
702 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky. ill
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High Priced Hog Has
Merry Time Getting
To Local Market

FREDONIA NEWS

Miss
Here's one little pig that's
Mr.John Perkins, Detroit, is Mrs. Sam Howerton and
Paduin
were
Young
doing a lot of maneuvering gethere visiting relatives. He is Frances
Thursday.
cah
ing to market.
expecting to leave for the army
Mr. H. M. Turley, Pvt. Martin
Everett Jones bought him at
soon.
Mrs. J. A. Wilson returned P. Turley, Mary Louise and
Evansville last winter for $15,,
home Saturday. She had been John Henry recently visited Mr.
fed him a while and sold him
a patient at the Princeton hos- and Mrs. H. L. Martin in Salem.
for $20. Then I. C. Glover got
Bugg
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
pital for several weeks.
the pig and last week sold him
Mr. Virgil Harper is improv- and daughter, Bobby, and Mr.
EvansKrupke,
my.
and Mrs. Charles
ing after an appendecto
back to Jones for $45. Jones
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., ville, were recent guests of
then unloaded him immediately
Princeton, spent last week-end Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Bugg.
to another buyer at a good
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young,
with Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Brockprofit.
Princeton, Mrs. J. E. Lowery
meyer.
The hog now weighs 200
Mrs. Grace Pruitt and daugh- and children, Misses Avalon and
pounds and the $23 a hundred
ters, Misses Betty Joe, Central Margaret and Mr. Walter Young
he brought at the last transCity, and Mary Catherine, Prince- were dinner guests Sunday of
action is believed to be the
ton, spent last week-end with Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young.
highest hog price paid in Cald(By Rachel Turley)
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
well in many years. Hogs are
Mrs. Will Tramel is seriously
selling at an average $13.25 a
ill at her home.
hundred at the local stockMrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
yards.
Young returned home Friday.
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
GETTIN' CLIPPED— Brig. Gen. Hanford MacNider,
They had been visiting relaPeace With Wampum
Orange and family have
Amon
American Legion Commander and Assistance Secretary of
tives in Earlington.
Bragg, Okla. (JP)—Night Hawk sits on a pile of rocks in lieu of a barber shair, and gets
to Princeton where Mr.
Pvt. Martin P. Turley, Fort moved
Indians of the Cherokee tribe trimmed by an American soldier at a New Guinea basr
Orange is an employe of the
Leonard Wood, Mo., is on ten
.
recently displayed an ancient
department
Highway
day furlough, visiting his parRichard Pickerwampum belt and disclosed how
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turit came into possession of the
ing visited Johnny Cook and
ley.
last Sunday.
NOW THERE'S EVEN A LADY SANTA CLAUS —The manpower Cherokees.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Young wife
They said that tribal lore indiMrs. W. H. Pool, Mr. shortage has even hit old Saint Nick.. This lady Santa Claus has
and
Mr.
of
Sunday
were dinner guests
and Mr. turned up—dressed like Mr. Claus except for the whiskers—in a cates the belt was given to the
Moore
Cecil
Mrs.
and
her brother, Mr. Jpe Tucker,
and Mrs. Herman Croft, were Chicago department store, and youngsters seem just as happy tel- Cherokees by the Iroquois tribe
and Mrs. Tucker, Morganfield.
of Mr. and Mrs. Law- ling her which gifts they are hoping for. This Mrs. Santa Claus in New York in 1770. It was a
guests
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mrs. Willis Canada is serlast Sunday.
Doso
rence
promises to pass on shildren's wishes to her overworked husband. token of peace given at a couniously ill at her home.
cil which ended war between
Pvt. Wendell Cartwright, after
"Missions In West Indies" was
to his father
two tribes.
visit
the
days
few
a
the topic of program presented
other relatives here, has reand
SunChurch
an
Presbyteri
the
at
to camp near Nashville.
Anybody Want
day morning. Miss Gwendil Ord- turned
(Nemo)
Offers from famous lines, personally select
(By Mrs. Monroe Powell)
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Croft and
Coffee?
way had charge of the program.
Paducah, are Some
Berry,
Mrs.
and
Croft and wife
in town
was
store
Herman
Clift
family,
(1P)—A
C.
Harrison
D.
,
Washington
here
received
Word has been
Mrs. John White, Wallonia, is
the Christmas Gift you'll want . . . Arno
Scott and wife were at Friday.
S. C., who
that J. P. Baker's leg has been William
visiting in the home of Messrs. keeper in Cheraw,
Nashin
Opera
Ole
Grand
hadn't cleaned out the space
taken out of the caste and he is the
Mrs. Mayme Darnell spent one H. P. and V. T. White.
them are these suggestions:
ville last Saturday night.
expecting to be home soon.
last week near Hopson as
Nell Higbee, Hopkinsville, under his counters for some time,
Mrs.
day,
the
was
White
Marie
Miss
coffee,
of
Mr. Leonard Lowery, Detroit,
guest of friends. She formerly spent a day with Mrs. D. D. turned up two boxes
of Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
totaling 43 pounds.
is here visiting his mother, Mrs. guest
Rogers last week.
resided there.
• ROBES (prices from $8.95 to $24.95)
last Saturday night.
Then he remembered putting
F. G. Lowery.
Lindsey Lacy, one of "our
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Franklin,
Mr. and Mrs. Olus Wood, of
while
counter
the
under
them
sons,
and
Powell
visit,
Mrs. Chester Miller, Nashville,
boys" is home for a short
Mrs. Monroe
• FINE QUALITY RAYON HOSE
were visiting in this
made
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Scottsburg
and Mrs. Nettie Morris were in the first since he joined the some repairs were being
Sunday.
last
Doss
rence
just after World War I. The
Mrs. T. R. Feagan. She attendarmed forces last April.
Hopkinsville Thursday.
• GLOVES
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Tayof OWI reports he sampled the
ed the funeral of her aunt,
George Byant, another
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis and
Tuese
to
Hopkinsvill
went
lor
wouldn't
he
Mrs. Claude Wade, Hopkinsdaughter spent Saturday night "our boys" left Saturday after contents and decided
• PURSES
day on business.
ville, a sister of T. R. Feagan.
having spent several days with have to declare them under
at Olney.
Madiof
Gatlin,
Woodson
Mr.
.
regulations
rationing
coffee
Miss Sara Gill left Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Franklin his father, One Bryant and the
• SCARFS
sonville, who passed away at a
for Detroit.
Mrs. Monroe Powell and Mrs. Bryant.
and
11th
Nov.
Hospital,
Greenville
purArmy
S.
U.
the
1913,
In
WafflingMr. and Mrs. Loyd
Miss Goldie Watts spent the
son, visited Mr. W. H. Franklin.
• HANDKERCHIEFS
here who were
chased 126,000,000 pounds of hay
ton are visiting her sister, Mrs. has many friends
Mrs. A. W. Fuller spent one weekend in Nashville.
his
death.
of
to
hear
grieved
trucks.
16
motor
only
Blue
in
—but
her
Parr
of
Mr.
and
John Parr
Mr. and Mrs. John Atwood
day last week guest
Mr. Gatlin formerly lived here
Visit our store for fine quality., when you are X
Springs, Mo.
have gone to Nashville to see
sister, Mrs. Silas Rollins.
servcoming
home
animal
a
curious
aye-aye,
Shopping!
The
repairing
busy
Miss Ida Belle Turley has ac- and attended
Thomas.
son,
their
is
Paul Jones
here
cepted a position as clerk in ices at Lebanon Church
Miss Frances Gray White about the size of a cat, is found
his house.
last August.
Hillyard's store.
Mrs. Sarah Casteel and Mrs. spent last week-end in Murray. only in Madagascar.
Mrs. Lillie Pickering and Mrs.
has
who
Campbell
Mrs. J. J.
Hazel Orange were in Princeton
Howard Pickering and baby,
been ill, is improving.
one day last week.
Miss Doris Jean Tabor is Sue, visited Mrs. W. M. Cartvisiting her grandparents, Mr. wright last Sunday.
Mrs. John Miller and son, of Small Thresher
and Mrs. John Tabor, Salem.
Ft.
Knox, and Mr. and Mrs. Used For Hemp
the
was
Leeper
Ada
Miss
dinner guest Sunday of Mrs. Elmo Hunter, of Ft. Knox, have
After beating out his hemp,
been visiting relatives here the
Ruby Anthony, Princeton.
John D. Hieronymus of Lee
and last week.
Misses Betty Overbey
county ran the seed through a
a
Stanley McGowan made
Margaret Wylie, Princeton, spent
small trailer threshing machine
last week-end with Miss Edna business trip to Detroit last perfected by the Tennessee Valweek on business.
Wylene Baker.
ley Authority and state experiMr. and Mrs. Amon Orange, ment stations. He was able to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Landes
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PLAY SUITS
• Sailor Suits

At Cornick's
You'll find our prices right. You can be assured
of prompt service.
We are also equipped to wash and polish
your car . . . Drive in today, and let us serve
you.
16%c
Commercial Gas (white)
17',ic
Regular Gas (first)
Ethyl Gas
18.6c
Reially Good Kerosene
13c
Pen Croyn Oil
In your container, gal. 60c
Two Gallon Can $1.10

• Soldier Suits
• Air Pilots

A FRAGRANT
Beauty Mist!
The final luxurious
touch after bathing—
. a molt, clinging cloud
of this silk-spun pow
des ladened with the subtle aris•
tocratie perfume of English
lavender flowers. Surrounds you
with an aura of fresh, delicate
fragrance— soothes, smooths and
protects your skin. Exquisitely
fine—in handsome container with
giant puff. — Floor.

• Cowboy Suits
• Indian Suits
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buy early to avoid disappointment.
Games of all sorts, doll furniture, tinker
toys, doctor and nurse sets, Lincoln logs,
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music boxes, electric trains, wind-up trains,
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